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Introduction 

Some women make the mistake of thinking that since solo retreat time is just for them and

not an experience they are designing for others, it doesn't really matter how they prepare or

what they pack. But these sensory details make such a big difference in how much you

ENJOY your time away and how RENEWED you are when you return. 

My husband used to be a caterer for many years and one of the things he learned is that

true freedom in the realm of cooking is actually very simple: it is the experience of knowing

what you want food to taste like and knowing how to make it taste like that.  

Similarly, designing your own retreat gives you an opportunity to tune into what you are

hungry for (silent time, nature, deep conversations with a friend, time to be creative, time to

move your body, etc.) and to gift yourself that experience. 

In short, designing a solo retreat is about matching DESIRE with what you DELIVER

to yourself. 

In this guide, I’ll talk about how to choose a location and prepare your mindset as well as

what to pack in terms of clothes, books, and other supplies, plus tips on how to easily

prepare nourishing food if you are going to DIY your own meals. 

It can be a little intimidating to set off on your own for a solo/silent retreat but it doesn’t need

to be. Use this guide to get started and trust yourself to create an experience that renews

you deeply, body, mind, and spirit. 

Warmly, 

Courtney 



The Location

This is really what it is all about. Yes, you totally can do a retreat at home, and as a busy woman

with a lot to care for you may have to do it this way sometimes. However, if you can, I recommend

you get away for one or two nights. You don’t have to go to a formal retreat center, though if you

have one in your area by all means. Here are some other accessible options to consider: 

My most recent retreat was at a hotel in Granada,

Nicaragua and was fueled almost entirely by my need for a

luxury bathtub (the number one thing I miss from the U.S.)

So make sure to look for any special features that are

important to you. They are part of what makes the

experience so restorative. 

Find A Boutique Hotel Nearby 
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From Airstream campers in east Austin to

glamping at sustainable-living farms and

beachfront homes in Nicaragua, Airbnb.com is

one of my favorite ways to find unique solo

retreat (and family vacation) settings. 

Find a Gem on Airbnb 

If you opt to go this direction, you’ll need to be extra careful to

prepare and feather your nest to create the right mind, body, spirit

vibe for the retreat and to separate it from regular life. One way to

do this is to set yourself up with a special retreat space within your

home where you make sure you have what you need in this area

and close off the door to the rest of the house. However you do it,

a retreat is about creating that “time outside of time” feeling for

yourself. 

Retreat at Home 

OPTION ONE 

OPTION TWO 

OPTION THREE 



Tips To Set The Tone

Put an auto-responder on your email. 

Just writing the words “I’m on retreat today” makes it real. 

Turn off your phone 
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Most recently I’m on a vintage Tropicalia kick. Click on the link for a sample from my favorite

album by Caetano Veloso. I like to feel sensual, feminine, and playful on retreat.  

Find what feels good to you. Prepare a playlist or find some fun ones on Spotify. 

In addition to the music you prepare for your retreat, consider the static you may be listening to

on the inside. In fact, the most challenging things about planning a retreat is prioritizing your

own well-being. This is not easy, I get it. 

In fact, a friend paid for me to go on my first retreat with a coach about seven years ago or I

doubt I would have gone. It was an intimate retreat, just the coach, my friend and me. The

retreat experience plus the subsequent relationship with the coach helped me find my way

through a challenging time and ultimately changed the trajectory of my life.  

She was the first one to say “you know this idea you have for a boutique coaching practice…
what if you just let yourself write it all down?” And so Bird in Hand Coaching was born. 

So pay a lot of attention to your mindset as you prepare for this retreat. Notice the voices that

whisper “this is too indulgent” or “you have too much to do and can’t get away.” While it may not

seem like it, this is GOLD! And burning your way through some limiting beliefs on your way to

your retreat will only make the work you do there even more powerful. 

Mu�ic and Mind�et. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VKWnJG1UaTc


What to Pack

Since we made the move to Nicaragua, I pretty much live in Sudara

(www.sudara.org) pants and loungewear. These are cozy clothes for a day at home or

perfect for a retreat. And each purchase provides job and skills training for women in

India. There are lots of good options in the loungewear category. Think versatility.

What makes you feel totally comfortable, feminine and sexy at the same time?  

Pack those pieces.  

Lounge wear 
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Exerci�e or Yoga Wear 

If a pool, ocean, river or lake is part of your retreat, you'll want to make sure you've got

your suit! It is one of my favorite things to see women at my Flourish Live retreats

lounging with each other and enjoying the pool after a day of exploring and coaching.

And there are so many great options for what to wear if a traditional swimsuit feels too

exposing or restrictive. No body negativity on this retreat please! Find something you

feel good in. For example, I’m currently loving vintage suits from Modcloth. They make

me feel feminine and playful. Remember this is time for you. 

Your Swim�uit 

Sleep is a big part of a successful retreat so you want to enjoy napping and heading to bed! 

Cozy and pretty pajama� 

In a way, packing feels symbolic to me of this next level of life you are wanting to

create. You are inviting only your favorite things, only the clothes that fit you well and

you enjoy. It can also be fun to have a new piece to enjoy, like some new pajamas or a

fresh sundress. 

Movement is a big part of a solo retreat so make sure to pack yoga clothes for

stretching and/or shorts or exercise leggings for a brisk walk or jog. 



TIP: Rather than shoving things in a bag give yourself enough lead time. Lay out your
suitcase or bag a day or two early to let yourself have fun with every step of the process.

Happiness researchers tell us that anticipation increases our pleasure so let yourself enjoy
packing and look forward to your outing. 

Yoga mat 

Tiny �peaker/iPhone for mu�ic 

Ea�y dre��e�/tunic/layer� for any outing� & travel day� 
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**This one is optional.** 

 

I find if I am working on my biz it is helpful to have an iPad to look up my calendar or

other resources. Otherwise, I have tended to work on paper with journals and books. If

you tend to numb with electronics then I recommend you leave this one at home. We

want you fully present to yourself and your inner musings. 

iPad/laptop 

Choose one that goes with anything. This always doubles for me as a blanket if I get

cold en route or trapped in an airplane or restaurant with excessive air conditioning. It is

also a great layer to cover my eyes if the room where I am sleeping is too bright. 

Your favorite �carf 
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There is something magical here. It is how I mapped out my book. It is how I named big

goals last year around starting international retreats. It just strangely works. Something

about the impermanence and playfulness of the sticky notes seems to make it easier to

dream. Once they are on paper you can move them around or try out different

groupings. Put them in different orders. Play. I also find this the most helpful way to start

to create an annual calendar which is based not on trying to do everything at once but

rather on setting yourself up for one big goal a season. 

Big �heet� of paper and �ticky note� 
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One or two of these can really enhance your time away, like the lovely basil-infused

handmade soap I picked up at a farmers market before my most recent retreat. 

Treat� like nice �oap, e��ential oil�, or bath �alt� 

I have done personal book-guided retreats on meditation, on getting organized and on

mapping my goals for the year. In fact, I wrote The Flourish Formula to be a wonderful

guide/companion for a retreat. So take it along! 

A book to guide your proce�� 

I brought four different journals to my recent beach retreat. This might be a teeny bit

excessive but I have one for daily morning reflection, one for business goals, one for

notes related to continuing education/resources I am learning, and one which is a kind

of “everything” catchall journal for new ideas and projects I am working through. With

journals my only advice is let yourself choose a color and design you love. My current

favorite is a Moleskin Classic Colored Notebook, Extra Large, Ruled, Orchid Purple,

Soft Cover (7.5 x 9.75). 

Journal� 
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As women who come to my live retreats will tell you I have a thing for fetching, gilded

temporary tattoos with inspiring quotes. Whether we are talking about temporary tattoos or

champagne to celebrate your closing night, allow yourself to pack something just for fun. 

Make it your own! 

Ideally, I like to stay in places with kitchens. Even if going to a hotel I stop at a local grocery

shortly before I arrive (a natural one if I can find it) and pick up snacks or meals for the

retreat. This itself is really fun as I let myself put things in the cart that aren’t part of my

regular grocery list. When you are shopping, think nourishing, easy superfoods. 

For breakfast and lunch, I opt for easy to prepare things and might make a warm meal for

dinner or go out. Some examples for breakfast: eggs to boil, whole fat yogurt and granola,

blueberries or other easy fruit in season. Papaya is my current breakfast favorite. 

Easy lunch/dinner/snack options: Sushi (for the first night), prepared kale salad, snap peas or

other easy veggies, guacamole or avocado (good brain food) with crackers or crudites.

Sometimes I also feel the urge to bake while on retreat, like making homemade bread or

pizza, so if you enjoy cooking don’t be afraid to enjoy some slow food. It is good for the soul! 

Deliciou� Food 
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